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espanyolista
ESPANYOLISTA adept of the football club RCD Espanyol de Barcelona, who will again savor each match in the first
division with enthusiasm of parakeet.  

españistán
ESPAÑISTÁN comiquera satire on the manocracy or the empire of Manolo , written by the cartoonist Aleix Sailó , author
of Simiocracia , Todoz naziz , Europesadilla

especiales
SPECIALs pl .  of SPECIAL , which is not common

especies crípticas
PLURAL SPECIES of critical species .  New species of bats discovered in Africa, which resemble physiologically other
species but are geneticallymant different.

especismo
Neologism used to refer to the considered harmful interaction of human beings towards other living beings.  It is the
ethical reflection of anthropocentrism that places the interests and needs of the human being above the of other living
beings

espejuntaban
ESPEJUNTABAN spelling error by ESPEJUNABAN term mentioned in the Glyglyc text of Rayuela, chapter 68 , by Julio
Cortázar .  A translation free to mirror is to separate

espeluznantes
Plural ESPELUZNANTES OF ESPELUZNANTE] That berates the hairs, which disarts the hair .  2 .  What horrifying,
scary.

esperate
WAIT For Spelling error by ESPERATE pronominal form of the second singular person of the imperative mode of the
verb WAIT .  Hold on, hold on.

espericas
HESPRICAS ( or non-PESRICAS ) Concerning the Hesperides, They are daughters of Nix, the night .  There are
various versions in which they are daughters of Zeus with other women.  A version makes them daughters of Atlas and
Hesperide.  The 7 mélides were in charge of taking care of the garden of the Hespérides, where there was an apple tree
that gave golden apples.  He who ate them acquired eternal life.  They were Eagle, Aretusa, Etitea, Hestia, Hespera,
Herterusa, and Hesperia.  This garden was supposed to be in the East, in the far reaches of the known world.

espetero
ESPETERO in Spain, particularly in Malaga: person who usually works in the beach bars and beach snacks espetando
meats and fish on the grill, that is, crossing them in lancea to be golden to the fire in the wait



espigadas
SPIKES f .  and pl .  spiked, spike-shaped; tall and thin

espigal
ESPIGAL very curly green cabbage and snuffy.  Side shoots in the leaf armpits are called brotons or spikes depending
on the harvest stage of the plant. 

espinaca baby
SPINA BABY Tender spinach that has not finished maturing and whose flavor is exquisite. 

espinilla
ESPINILLA pimple Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be grain, shin, grano, granitos

espinosaurio
SPINOSAURUS Spinosaurus aegyptiacus theropod spinosaurid dinosaur, depicted in Jurassic Park, which lived in what
is now North Africa from the Lower Albiense to the Lower Cenomanian of the Cretaceous period, approximately 112 to
93, 5 million years ago.  The current camel has a remembrance for its hump since it possessed a protrusion almost all
along the spine, with short front legs and that rested on the hind ones while it was upright. 

espiritu de maladar
SPIRIT OF MALADAR See muladar spirit Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be sewer mind, landfill
spirit

espíando
SPYing spelling error by SPYing, gerundio of the verb SPY, stalking, secretly observing

espíritu de la golosina
SPIRIT OF THE TREAT IN SPAIN: expression that used especially the grannies when they saw that the children were
skinny or bad to eat. 

espíritu de muladar
SPIRIT OF MULADAR Said of a person : What has a burial mentality, garbage man or dump .  He's only got garbage on
his head.

espíritudelagolosina
SPIRITDELAGOLOSIN SEE SPIRIT OF THE TREAT

esplenderosa
SPLENDOROUS feminine of SPLENDOROUS with splendor, bright, shiny

espoilear
ESPOILEAR anglicism derived from SPOLIER, device that is placed on the outside of a vehicle to make it more
aerodynamic.  It consists of placing a spoiler, usually stabilizer fins on the back. 



esport
ESPORT anglilicism derived from SPORT, sport or chivalry, which became eSPORT by electronic sport (and not by
castellanization of the word) ; they are thus called electronic sports or video game competitions, which can be of great
magnitude with teams representing many countries and professional players. 

esports
ESPORTS Competences carried out in social networks

esposos
ESPOSOS , A marriage legally married and made up of two people. which, according to the laws of eachpí, can be
performed between a man and a woman, or between two persons of the same sex.

espresso
ESPRESSO from the Italian 'expreso'; form of coffee preparation originating in Italy.  The coffee is obtained through an
espresso machine, a quick preparation at high pressure and with a more concentrated flavor and texture

espumantes
ESPUMANTS, plural of ESPUMANTE Wine that has oxygen bubbles, such as champagne

espumógeno
FOAM generator

esputos
SPUTUM plural of SPUTUM spit , spit

esquiable
SKIABLE that is in a position to be crossed mounted on skis

esquire
ESQUIRE 1 .  Historically, a young nobleman who, in his process to become a knight, was another gentleman's servant
or assistant.  2 .  In England, an educated title that is placed as an appendix to a name, in particular, by initialing a letter
or other document.  3 .  Monthly American Men's Magazine founded in 1933 by Arnold Gingrish of Hearst Corporation,
of great literary tradition. 

esselen
ESSELEN Ancient native inhabitants of the United States, in what is now called Big Sur, on the central coast of
California. 

esta bién
IT'S OKAY 1 .  Well, okay, OK.  I accept it.  2 .  Said of a person : Good health status or good situation .  DIcho of an
object, situation or thing : It is correct, well placed .  3 .  Acceptance : - Can I go to the movies today? - It's okay.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may agree, ok, well, I accept, it's healthy

esta duro



THIS HARD spelling error by IS HARD, colloquially speaking, usually refers figuratively, to that (the penis) is erect, by
effect of sexual arousal that has filled the cavernous bodies with blood. 

esta en otro planeta
IS ON ANOTHER PLANET /and is not on another planet ) It means that it is in the clouds, deconcentrated, without
paying attention Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be gone, be deconcentrated, be on the moon

estaba furioso como un volcán
I WAS FURIOUS AS A VOLCANO Allegory to graph a state of great enragedness.  The phrase should say WAS
FURIOUS AS A VOLCON IN ERUPTION, but the author leaves tacit (aposcope) this ending in the understanding that
the interlocutor will imagine an erupting volcano and not one asleep.

establecerse
SET 1.  Settle down in a place permanently 2.  Some truth-telling in some fact to determine

estado condensado de bose-einstein
BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSED STATE Fifth State of Matter .  see BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATE

estado de excepción constitucional
STATE OF CONSTITUTIONAL EXCEPTION one of the situations determined by the political constitution of a State for a
government to decree the reduction of the individual freedoms of citizens.  Other constitutional states are the State of
Assembly, the State of Siege, the State of Emergency and the State of Catastrophe.  Each responds to different risk
situations and the powers they give to the government are also different. 

estado de sitio
SITE STATE one of the Constitutional States of Exception, in which constitutional freedoms are restricted.  The states of
emergency are the legacy of the Roman legislature, which allowed the, dictatorship in cases of emergency.  In Chile the
constitution establishes 4 states of E . E. C.  , namely : 1 .  State of Assembly, in the event of external warfare.  2 .  State
of Siege, in case of internal warfare or internal shock.  3 .  State of Emergency, in case of situations of serious
disturbance of public order, damage or danger to national security and 4 .  State of Catastrophe, in cases of public
calamity. 

estado operativo
OPERATIONAL STATE that is in operation, as opposed to the off, closed or decomposed state

estado rutinario
ROUTINE STATE usual condition

estadual
STATE Relative or belonging to the state (of one thing) or the State .  The statesual knowledge of the pandemic does
not predict the degree of re-ectability of patients already healed.

estafa ideológica
IDEOLOGICAL SCAM use of legal means fraudulently.  The typical case was the issuance of ideologically false invoices
by the candidates for congress and the presidency of Chile, to obtain private resources to carry out their campaigns, in



itself illegal, loading these donations to expenses and deducting taxes by simulating services that were never realized. 
Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be used by legality to defraud the state

estallido social
SOCIAL OUTBURST EUPHEMISM FOR VANDALISM , CRIME UNLEASHED .  Name given in Chile to the vandalism
of October 18, 2010, in which 20 stations were burned simultaneously and 58 others were damaged, at a cost of
US$400 million, in addition to enormous damage to public and private property and many deaths by those locked up in
fires caused by looters. 

estandapero
ESTANDAPERO anglicism derived from stan-up (standing) comedian who performs stand-up shows, humorous
monologues on a stage.  It is extended to someone who grabs a hashtag on Twitter and describes multiple funny
versions of something. 

estanterias
SHELVES spelling error and pl .  of SHELF

estar a la greña
BEING TO THE GREIA Greña is a messy lock of hair : have scruffy hairs.  To the greña is to be holding on to the wicks,
by the hairs.  Being to the greña, or, rather, rather walk to THE GREIA fighting, going to the hands.

estar a un palmo de ganar
BEING ONE INCH AWAY FROM WINNING being one tris away from winning, being about to win.  One span is 20 cms. 
, the length of the hand with the fingers of the palm stretched out. 

estar al aguaite
BE TO AGUAITE in Chile: play toad, be vigilating, be waiting

estar al día en los trabajos
STAY UP TO DAY IN THE WORK has no delays, be fulfilling the program of a project when there is a plan

estar apagado
BE OFF Be without power, be disconnected.  Antonym : be on . 

estar barato
BE CHEAP be at a good price, be economical

estar chivo
ESTAR CHIVO in Dominican Republicbeing alert, suspicious for something that is happening. uneasy, suspicious, alert

estar confirme con nuestra moral
BEING CONFIRMED WITH OUR MORAL TYPOS FOR BEING SATISFIED WITH OUR MORALS



estar conforme con nuestra moral
BE SATISFIED WITH OUR MORALS be in accordance with our principles of conduct. 

estar duro
BE HARD Said of an edible : Being green, immature .  Penis saying : be erect, well arranged to perform intercourse. 
Said of a person : He is intolerant, strict, inflexible.  Said of a thing or object : It is difficult to break or break.  Said of a
goal : It is difficult to fulfill.  Weather saying : Bad weather.

estar en desacuerdo
Positive way of expressing not be in accordance with an action, an approach, a fact happened or a decision by third
parties.

estar en estado
BE IN STATE Be in a given condition : be in hibernation state .

estar hasta el culo
BEING UP TO THE ASS in Chile and Spain : Being overwhelmed, saturated: I'm up to the ass of pega; in Mexico, Peru
and others: being very drunk that alcohol already comes out of your ass

estar hasta el tope
BE UP TO THE TOP expression of annoyance, be saturated, be hastiated.  Not being able to endure more (a situation). 

estar hasta la tusa
BEING UP TO THE TUSA in Chile: being saturated, overwhelmed 2 .  Do not endure more yna situation.  In Argentina,
Chile and Panama the Russian is the run of manes that the horse carries on the neck, so it is synonymous with being up
to the neck, above the neck, to the masses

estar hasta los cojones
BE UP TO THE COJONES Be to the other, be fucked, be immersed.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions
may be in the last, be fucked, be broken

estar hecho un pirrís
BE ( SOMEONE ) MAKE A PIRRES in Costa Rica : be completely wet

estar hecho una pena
BEING MADE A SHAME TO BE IN POOR CONDITION

estar involucrado
BE INVOLVED to be complicit.  Colloquially, being involved

estar lleno asta ls bandera
BE FULL ASTA LS BANDERA SeeING TO BE FULL UP TO THE BANDERA



estar lleno hasta la bandera
BE FULL UNTIL THE BANDERA be saturated, be with the shit to the top.  Expression of wear and feel from the ski
slopes, where bamboo rods are placed with a flag at the top to point out rocky points dangerous than snow, when
covered, does not allow to see.  Also pennants mounted on flexible antennas used in mining and other activities so that
large vehicles (up to 350 tons of cargo) do not crush the vans for lack of visibility. 

estar maniado
BE MANIED to be tangled, confused, doing wrong something for lack of intellectual or manual skill : I am maniaced : I
can not solve this puzzle .

estar mojado
BEING WET having been co-imposed, bribed.

estar morado
BEING PURPLE When oxygen is lacking, cyanatization or poisoning of the blood occurs due to the effect of cyanide and
derived compounds such as hydrocyanic acid.  These compounds are blue in color and give what is called the "cyanotic"
color to a person who is drowning either by getting stuck or because they are being strangled.  If a member does not
receive irrigation, the same phenomenon occurs in that member.  CHN hydrocyanic acid is used to execute those
sentenced to death because in less than 10 seconds it saturates the blood and prevents it from transporting oxygen
irreversibly.  The other situation in which we turn purple, also due to lack of irrigation is when we get hypothermia due to
freezing, which can be very localized, as in the case of purple lips, or more generalized. 

estar peinando la muñeca
BE COMBINING THE DOLL in Chile : being insanity.  It comes from the last chapter of the TV series Los Títeres, from
the '80s, in which Gloria Munchmeyer's character ends up crazy combing dolls in a pool. 

estar pez
BE PEZ be ignorant in the matter in question.  It does not refer to the water fish, but to a yellowish resin with which the
tanned leather is polished and a longer duration and quality is achieved.  The fish, feminine because it is a resin, was
widely used in boots in which wine or oil was stored.  Once it was well tanned it was sewn and finished.  The inside of
the odre contained only the fish and hence the analogy with an empty and ignorant grinder.  Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions may be ignorant, be lego

estar to ciclao
TO CICLAO apocope and syncopation of ALL CYCLAO colloquially, refers to people with a highly developed
musculature achieved with anabolics and other substances, for various periods of a week or two, which is what lasts
each cycle.  That's where "cycling" comes from.

estar triste
BE TRISTE Being with grief, feeling grief or pain.  Being depressed Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may
be to feel sorry, suffer

estar trompa
BE ( UP TO ) TUBE .  Used in Ecuador : Be as much AS possible of CURADO , BORRACHO

estar zombi



ESRAR ZOMBI zombie is a word of African origin, which refers to the appearance of people after they are killed.  He
came to Spanish through the popularization of the term zombie in English.  Said of a person : 1 .  Who walks through life
without having motivations or goals 2.  What's in zombie wstado.  3 .  He's numb, indolent, moodless.

estarhastaloscojones
BEHASTALOSCOJONES to be up to the toes, to be pissed, to be tired, to be up to the head, TO BE UP TO THE
COJONES, to have the balls swollen Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be up to the tusa, to be bored,
to be desperate, to be tired

estatalidad
STATE STATE condition, which belongs to the state

está de moda
IT IS FASHION It is current, it is the use of the moment.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be is in, it
is being used

estás sereno
YOU ARE SERENO you are calm, acting serenely, calmly

estáticos
Static Plural STATICS .  View Static .

esteis
ESTÉIS ( and not ESTEIS ) Verbal form of the verb ESTAR , Present of the subjunctive, second plural person ( fifth
person ).

estelada
ESTELADA with slees

estello
THIS Apparently the word is FLASH .  See FLASH Intense light glow of short duration, which may lead to blinding .

estenopeico
Narrow Greek ESTENOPEIC, as in scenery (short writing).  The esten is a hole through which the light enters, more
concentrated, so it looks better.  Stopeic, relative to the stingy, the entry of light through a stopeic hole, ophthalmological
instrument, mainly an occlusor with a central hole, to diagnose eye diseases

estenosis vaginales
VAGINAL STENOSIS granatical error by VAGINAL STENOSIS , generic expression comprising a particular situation or
generality .  A MEDICAL STENOSIS is an abnormal narrowing of some duct or hole.  In the case of the vagina it is a
narrowing and/or shortening of the birth canal.  Sometimes the vaginal mucosa becomes thin or dry, causing wounds
that make sex painful. 

estériles



STERILE plural of STERILE , which cannot be reproduced 2 .  free of bacteria, viruses or infectious or contaminating
agents. 

estigmatización
STIGMATIZATION process of devaluation or negative valorization of a social group for having different attributes or
characteristics and that, because of them, are despised and considered inferior to the rest of the community.

estilo directo e indirecto
DIRECT STYLE Storytelling style, commonly journalistic in which a person's sayings are accurately and accurately
referred to.  It is customary to highlight it in quotation marks to indicate this accuracy and coincidence. INDIRECT
STYLE Style that narrates the speech or conversation held or read in an interpretive or summarized way, with the words
of the author of the commentary or article.

estilo libre
FREE STYLE in swimming : one of the 4 styles, free or crawl, chest, back, and butterfly.  You shelter in long, extended
and alternative strokes while kicking.  Breathing is always contained to drink air on the same side, usually every two or
four strokes. 

estímulos
STIMULUS Which produces incentive.  Agent that provokes favorable action on a person or an organ.

estocadazo
INCREASED STOCADAZO of ESTOCADA, hit given with a ESTOQUE, sharp sword at the tip, special the one used by
the bullfighter to finish the bull in the lydia. 

estocolmizar
STOCKHOLM 1 .  Acquire or acquire Stockholm syndrome.  2 .  Assimilate something to remember the city of
Stockholm

estoicidad
STOICITY Stoicism, cold and indolent attitude.  Philosophical school that advocated that good was in the?wisdom and
mastery of the soul, and not in material goods. 

estolideces
ESTOLIDECES pl .  of ESTOLIDEZ, total lack of intelligent reasoning

estomaterapeuta
STOMATOTHERAPUTA of STOMA, professional opening that treats diseases and injuries of the oral region. 

estómagointestinal
STOMACHINTESTINAL vulgarism by the medical term GASTROINTESTINAL

estratagemas
ESTRATAGEMAS , plural STRATAGE .  Treta, ruse, deceptive plan, usually in the military order, to bring the enemy



into a trap.

estrategia militar de respuesta
MILITARY RESPONSE STRATEGY refers to that military tactic planned to respond to a military attack initiated by the
enemy. 

estrategias de aprendizaje
Technical LEARNING STRATEGIES to improve and accelerate the learning process.  For example, increase
concentration by proper sleep, use certain type of background music, increase experience, discussion, talk, practical
use of theoretical knowledge, methods of memorization, association, etc. 

estravagante
SHOCKING SPELLING ERROR BY EXTRAVAGANT

estraviar
ESTRAVIAR spelling error by EXTRAVIAR , lose , get lost .

estrechadores
NARROWERS plural of NARROWER , which narrows , which tightens

estrecho de berning
BERNING NARROW Bering Narrow Spelling Error .

estregones
ESTREGONES pl .  of [ESTREGÓN, scrub 2 .  Brand produced by it

estregón
ESTREGÓN Scrub, intense friction, especially between people or when washing clothes manually.  2 .  Marks left by the
same .  In Chile : refregón

estrella michelin
MICHELIN STAR Categorization of restaurants of great culinary category and service granted by the Michelin Guide. 
They can be 1, 2 or 3 stars and is the highest distinction that a restaurant can receive.  A star : a good place that
deserves a stop on the trip .  Two stars : a place that deserves a detour on the trip .  Excellent cuisine and skillfully
prepared dishes.  Three stars : a place worth a trip to.  Exceptional food, where diners eat extraordinarily well.  michelin
has established a new award, the GREEN CLOVER, which incorporates the concern for an ecological and green
cuisine. 

estrella michelín
MICHELIN STAR Classification defined in France in 1936 for , qualify haute cuisine and restaurants that is maintained to
this day.  3 stars indicate exceptional cuisine that justifies the trip itself.  2 stars : first class quality in your kitchen type. 
A star : very good restaurant in its category. 

estremecedoras



FEMALE STREMECEDORAS, plural of ESTREMECEDOR, which shudders, chilling, shocking, which profoundly affects

estrés hídrico
WATER STRESS insufficiency of water in an area for a certain time, either due to scarcity, either due to insufficient
quality for consumption. 

estrés postraumático
POST-TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER MENTAL DISORDER BROUGHT ON BY A FRIGHTENING POST
TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER IS A MENTAL HEALTH ILLNESS BROUGHT ON BY A FRIGHTENING
SITUATION, WHETHER EXPERIENCED OR WITNESSED.  Symptoms can include reveach, nightmares, and severe
distress, as well as uncontrollable thoughts about the situation.  Co-occurring disorders, such as depression, substance
use, and one or more anxiety disorders, are common.  The duration ranges from 6 months to a year, but can be
extended.  Among the causes are natural disasters such as earthquakes, tsunamis, hurricanes, floods, accidents and
sexual abuse.  STRESS is an anglicism derived from the English STRESS, tension, tension Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions can be ptsd, post traumatic stress desired

estriberas
ESTRIBERAS plural of ESTRIBERA in Argentina and Uruguay : straps where the stirrup of the riding chairs hangs. 

estrogénico
ESTROGENIC relative to estrogen, hormones produced primarily by the ovaries and which induces mentrution and
breast formation.

estuardo
STUART European dynasty Reigning family in Scotland (1371-1714) and throughout Great Britain (1603-1714).  It was
originally a noble family from Scotland, vying for power with the rival clans of the Bruce and Baliol.  They achieved
royalty with Robert II (1316–90), who received the throne on the death of his mother's brother, David II Bruce, in 1371 On William's death in 1702, the last queen of the Stuart dynasty, Anne Stuart (1665–1714), second daughter of James II, occupied the English throne.  Under his reign, the personal union that the Stuarts had made of the English and Scottish Crowns was made constitutional by the Act of Union (1707), which officially gave birth to the United Kingdom of Great Britain.

estucada
STUCADA f .  of STUCADO, action and effect of placing stucco on a wall or wall.  Formally, tuned from a wall. 
Figuratively, woman who produces too much, very makeup.

estudia y trabaja
STUDY AND WORK tell yourself who you need to work on in order to solve your studies

estudiable
STUDYable that can be studied or analyzed. 

estudiante pascuero
PASCUERO STUDENT in disuse since the extinction of the boarding schools, synonyms of student enrolled as an
intern, who lived in a boarding school, and who only went home in some festivities or vacation periods. 

estudiante pascuero estudiante torreznero
STUDENT PASCUERO, STUDENT TORREZNERO in disuse since the extinction of the boarding schools, synonyms of
student enrolled as an intern, who lived in a boarding school, and who only went home in some festivities or vacation



periods. 

estudiante torreznero
STUDENT TORREZNERO see STUDENT PASCUERO

estudio de la conducta humana individual
STUDY OF INDIVIDUAL HUMAN BEHAVIOR.  As opposed to the study of human behavior as such, which deals with
the way society behaves all, or an important set of human beings, such as blacks, Jews, Puerto Ricans, women or
children, the study of hu behavior individual mana does a psychological behavioral analysis of a unique person in some
social environment.  Select, measure, analyze individuals and evaluate them one by one, and then reach massive
conclusions through statistical processes or simply to be able to predict individual behaviors under different
circumstances.

estudios histopatologicos
HISTOPATOLOGIC STUDIES spelling error by HISTOPATOLOGICAL STUDIES, plural hisTOPATHOLOGICAL study,
relating to HISTOPATOLOGY, histo, tissue and pathology, disease; science that studies tissue diseases to determine
structural or genetic alterations that have caused the disease or decessum, and confirm or deee the initial diagnosis

estulticias
PLURAL STULTICIAS OF ESTULTICIA Necity, lesera , nonsense

estupefactos
STUPEFACTOS pl .  of STUPEFIED, stunned, who has been amazed and without movements

estúpido!
STUPID! interj .  which shows anger, either literally, for something unwise on the part of the other person, or figuratively,
when the questioned does something unwanted and repulsive. 

etapismo
ETAPISMO political theory that postulates that underdeveloped countries must go through a capitalist stage before
reaching the definitive socialist stage

ethical hacking
ETHICAL HACKING textually 'ethical hacking', or 'hacking ethics' that is, is the set of ethical and philosophical principles
that apply in the world of hackers, although this does not mean that these principles cannot be equally applied outside
the world of computing or hackers. 

etimología de la palabra universo
ETYMOLOGY OF THE WORD UNIVERSE from the Latin universum set of all things, composed of unus= one and of
versus, passive participle of the verb verb vertere=to turn .  It strictly means one and what rotates, but the deep sense is
one and (all) that revolves around, a wonderful way of describing the whole of all things, putting the viewer at the center
of all of them.  . 

etiopatogenia
ETIOPATOGENIA origin or cause of the development of a pathology .  Pathos, suffering, feeling and gene, birth,



training. 

etiqueteadas
labeling is a vulgarism by LABEL, whose meaning is to place a paper label, sticker, cardboard or other material, to a
product or merchandise.  2 .  By extension you use tagging people when you define them with a certain stereotype.

etnobotánica
ETHNOBOTANY study of the plant kingdom in terms of its relationship with the different peoples and their cultures. 

etnocida
ETHNOCIDE Person who acts criminally against ethnic groups or against a particular one, destroying them.  Person
who commits ETHNOCIDE

etnoeducacion
ETNOEDUCACION misspelling by ETNOEDUCACIÓN

etnoeducación
ETNOEDUCATION of ETNO- Greek suffix meaning people, human race, so the word means education concerning or
emphasizing the various peoples or human races. 

eua
U.S. acronym in Spanish for USA or United States of America

euríbor
EURIBOR index published daily indicating the average bank interest rate with which European banks are lending money
to third parties. 

euro zona
EUROZONE set of states that have adopted the euro as an official currency, constituting a monetary union. 

euroatlántica
European and Atlantic EUROATLÁNTICA, relating to Europe and the Atlantic Ocean. 

euroatlántico
EUROATLÁNTICO relative to or pertaining to the Atlantic part of Europe

eurobanco
EUROBANCO 1 .  European central bank, ECB.  2 .  Bank with that name in Nassau, Bahamas 3.  Bank operating in
foreign currency in a European country. 

eurobarómetro
EUROVAROMETER statistics resulting from the surveys carried out by the European Commission and other institutions
of the European Community in relation to the most varied matters of interest to them and covering all their countries. 



eurocámara
EUROMARA Parliament of the European Community . 

eurociudad
EUROCITY administrative agreement between cities annexed to the European Community which have a common
historical past, and which today belong to different countries, to be administered community and tend in the future to
become a single city.  It is based on optimizing resources and empowering itself to improve the standard of living of its
population

eurocracia
EUROCRACIA from Greek kratos, force 1 set of officials from the European Union and other European organizations.  2
.  Power exercised by such officials. 

eurocritica
EUROCRITICA spelling error by EUROCRITICA , position of EUROCRITICOS parliamentarians

eurocrítica
EURO-RÍTICA The EU is experiencing a crisis because of its productive imbalances.  Every time there are elections, the
concerns of Eurosceptics, which blame the EU, such as the one that has not been able to adequately address the
problems, and advocate for separation.  Eurochs, however, sometimes coincide with the former, but advocate for levels
of democratisation and federalisation within the EU. 

eurocrítico
EUROCRITICAL person of the EC parliament who is critical of that community.  In parliament there are 3 distinct
groups: Europhobes, Eurocritics and Eurosceptics.  Eurocritical Europe seeks to tear down walls governed by
international law, respecting the Geneva Convention, the European Convention on Human Rights and its Protocol 4, as
well as the directives that the European Union has given itself. 

euroescéptico
EUROESCEPTIC Member of the European Parliament accept the idea of a European union as a political community
that intervenes in economic cooperation decisions provided that the sovereignty of the country house is respected, so
they do not accept political integration. 

euroescéptico euroescéptica
EUROSCEPTIC EUROSCEPTIC SEE EUROSCEPTIC

euroescépticos
EurosCEPTIC plural of Eurosceptic

eurofan
EUROFAN fan following Eurovision song festival

eurofilia
EUROFILIA -Filia is a suffix that constructs nouns that say relationship to attraction to someone or something.  -Phobia
is the suffix that, on the other hand, denotes hatred or animadversion.  Europhilia is a sympathy or fondy for European



or European or European.

eurofobismo
EUROFOBISMO hatred or revulsion towards the European or Europeans. 

eurofobo
EUROFOBO View EUROFOBO

eurofóba
EUROPHOBA women's EUROFOBO, which hates Europeans and Europeans. 

eurofóbico
Europhobic EUROPHOBIC, which hates everything European or European. 

eurogame
EUROGAME see EUROGAME Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be eurogame, eurogame, German
style game, European style game

euroorden
EUROORDEN neologism by ORDER OF DETENTION AND DELIVERY issued by a court of a country belonging to the
European Community with a view to the arrest and surrender of a person by another country of that EC to be brought to
trial or for other reasons of legal order, such as the performance of a judgment. 

europarlamento
EUROPARLAMENTO legislative power of the European Community .  It consists of 704 deputies and one president, all
elected by popular vote. 

eurorregión
EUROREGION 1 .  Formula for cross-border cooperation between two or more countries in Europe.  2 .  area where the
Euro currency is official. 

eurovisiva
EUROVISIVA relating to the Eurovision Song Contest, annual programme

eurovisivo
Eurovisive on the Annual European Song Festival held through a conglomerate of television channels belonging to the
European Community. 

eurófila
EUROPHILO , Amateur, lover or supporter of the European

eurófilo
EUROPHILO who likes Europe, the European and the European. 



eurófoba
EUROPHOBE Women's EUROFOBO

eurófobo
EUROFOBO that hates or repudiates all things European or those who are European. 

eurófobo eurófoba
EUROFOBO , To which despises and rejects the European or the Europeans.

evaluación previa
EVALUATION PRIOR preliminary examination either to determine a physical condition or to see the suitability in an
application

evernote
EVERNOTE anglilicism of EVER, always and NOTE , note; computer application that accumulates personal notes of
any kind (such as videos), and synchronizes them with other applications. 

evertoniana
EVERTONIAN Women'S EVERTONIANA

evertoniano
EVERTONIANO , A relative to or belonging to the Everton sports club of Viña del Mar, Chile or Everton, England. 

evidentes
PLURAL EVIDENTS of EVIDENTE, obvious, which jumps into view. 

evomoraliana
EVOMORALIANA concerning Evo Morales, former president of Bolivia. 

evomoraliano
EVOMORALIANO concerning the ideology and politics instigated by the destitute president of Bolivia Evo Morales 2.  A
partyer with Evo Morales. 

ex candidato
FORMER CANDIDATE grammatical error by EX-CANDIDATE , candidate who lost the election or candidacy for office

ex tradision
EXTRATION (and not EX TRADISION ) Deportation, expulsion from a territory or country .  Offenders are usually
extradited to their countries of origin, often at the request of the justices of those same nations, for crimes committed in
their home countries, but in others it is the other way around when they have committed serious crimes abroad .

exaceebar
EXACERBAR (and not EXACERBAR) Take to one end, Make or become more alive or more intense [something not



material, especially a feeling or passion]

exactos
ACCURATE plural of ACCURATE precise, correct, correct, without any deviation or noticeable. 

exadjunto
EXADJUNTO person who held the position of deputy

exageradas
EXAGGERATED f .  Exaggerated Plural 1 .  Repl.  Person who has a habit of amplifying or oversizing reality.  2 .  Past
past past the verb exaggerate

exagregado
EXAGREGADO official who ceased to have the position of aggregate in a delegation or embassy (from a country) 

exalcalde
EXALCALDE ex-prefix which means that it was already, that it was ( in the past) and of the noun ALCALDE , edil .

exalero
EXALERO m .  and f.  player who has ceased to have the position of ALERO, who runs down the side bands of the
court, particularly in football and basketball.  In the case of the basketball player, it is also the one who pulls from
positions far from the basket. 

exaquartus
EXAQUARTUS error by EXAQUARTUR, from the Latin meaning to run , procedure of private international law.  It
consists of the prior authorization that must be given by the Supreme Court of Justice for the fulfillment of a resolution
issued by a foreign court.  Strictly it is the verification of the legality of what is required by a foreign court in another
territory where it has no jurisdiction so that, if it complies with local regulations, it is proceeded to be executed.  For
example, in a divorce exequatur, your permission, leads to the acceptance in the second country of a divorce made in
another, being validated, for all purposes, as if it had been carried out in the second country In Chile the procedure is
available throughout the year in offices of the Corporation of Legal Assistance (CAJ),   office under the Ministry of
Justice. 

exaquartus
EXAQUARTUS error by EXEQUATUR, from Latin meaning to run , procedure of private international law.  It consists of
the prior authorization that must be given by the Supreme Court of Justice for the fulfillment of a resolution issued by a
foreign court.  Strictly it is the verification of the legality of what is required by a foreign court in another territory where it
does not have jurisdiction so that, if it complies with local regulations, it is proceeded to be executed.  For example, in a
divorce exequatur, your permission, leads to the acceptance in the second country of a divorce made in another, being
validated, for all purposes, as if it had been carried out in the second country In Chile the procedure is available
throughout the year in offices of the Corporation of Legal Assistance (CAJ),   office under the Ministry of Justice. 

exauto
EXAUTO spelling error by exhausted, tired, exhausted



exbatería
EXBATERIA Said of a person: that he was the drummer (of a musical band) 

excandidata
EXCANDIDATO, A person who ran for office and was not elected. 

excandidato
EXCANDIDATO candidate who went and lost the election. 

excarcerlar
EXCARCELATE as opposed to imprisonment, removing from prison, releasing

excelcitud
EXELCITUDE neologism by EXCELLENCE

excentricidades
PLURAL ECCENTRICITIES OF EXCENTRICITY .  Some madness, something that is or is out of the ordinary and
normal, out of the inside, out of focus.

excesiva protección
EXCESSIVE PROTECTION 1 .  A person's condition : An expression that proposes that care is harmful rather than
beneficial.  For example, the overprotection of children from possible diseases and infections causes them a harm to life
since they do not create the necessary antibodies and will be much more sick and defenceless people during their adult
life.  This is especially true of mothers who avoid all over the media the contact of their children with germs that regularly
pupulate in the environment.  2 .  Said of an entity, of a field of human activity : Protection that instead of benefiting ends
up damaging that activity .  Customs over-protection, in order to favour national industry tends to bring about innovation
and healthy competition, ultimately harming industry, consumers and the country itself.  State subsidy and dumping,
low-cost price reduction to eliminate competition, are unethical forms of trade and prohibited by the WTO.

excesos
EXCESS , plural of EXCESS 1 .  It exceeds the normal : Excesses in food, excesses in the drink, bad will go in life 2 . 
Leftover : It has an excess of 2 cms.

excíborg
EXICBORG linguistic curiosity, which could only occur in the literary fantasy Cyborg or cyborg was a term opened in
1960 when two scientists associated with physiological instrumentation in space, Clydes and Kline, published an article
in the New Yirk Times on the need to adapt mechanical and electronic improvements to the human body to enhance it
physiologically.  Cyborg is a contraction of cybernetic organism, or cyber organism, human and machine mix. 
Therefore, once organs are replaced with artificial mechanisms and become a cyborg, it is normal that there is no
turning back.  For example, if an eye is replaced with a bionic eye, only the latter could be removed, but not the original
view could be restored, which would make that being an ex-cyborg or ex-cyborg.

exclusiones
EXCLUSIONS plural of EXCLUSION , leave out , leave out (of something) 



exclusión social
SOCIAL EXCLUSION elimination or invisibilization of people or groups from the frond of a society.  2 .  Paria treatment

excusados
Plural EXCUSES of EXCUSADO noun , bathroom cup , vater .  Verb : participle of EXCUSAR , EXCUSARSE

exdiscípulos
EXDISCIPEDES, plural of EX-DISCIPLE, prefix ex- that was and ceased to be .  Tell yourself who has been a student of
a mentor or educational precinct.

execrado
Patrick passed the verb EXECRAR, debasing or convict someone or something

execuátur
EXECUÁTUR see EXEQUATUR and EXEQUATUR

exedil
EXEDIL person who is no longer mayor of a commune

exeducandos
EXEDUCANDOS pl .  of EXEDUCANDO , alumnus

exegematica
Relationship with the explanation or interpretation of something, usually the work of an author or of a concrete,
especially biblical text says.

exemplum
EXEMPLUM One of the four literary figures that make up the SIMILE and that establishes the analogy in a concrete fact,
whether created or real.  starred characters in a certain time, unlike the SIMILARITY that makes analogy of something
non-concrete and impersonal.  The other two figures in the subgroup are SIMIL and COMPARATION .

exequator
EXEQUATOR error by EXEQUATUR, from the Latin meaning to run , procedure of private international law.  It consists
of the prior authorization that must be given by the Supreme Court of Justice for the fulfillment of a resolution issued by
a foreign court.  Strictly it is the verification of the legality of what is required by a foreign court in another territory where
it does not have jurisdiction so that, if it complies with local regulations, it is proceeded to be executed.  For example, in
a divorce exequatur, your permission, leads to the acceptance in the second country of a divorce made in another, being
validated, for all purposes, as if it had been carried out in the second country In Chile the procedure is available
throughout the year in offices of the Corporation of Legal Assistance (CAJ),   office under the Ministry of Justice. 

exequatur
EXEQUATUR, from the Latin meaning to run, procedure of private international law.  It consists of the prior authorization
that must be given by the Supreme Court of Justice for the fulfillment of a resolution issued by a foreign court.  Strictly it
is the verification of the legality of what is required by a foreign court in another territory where it has no jurisdiction so
that, if it complies with local regulations, it is proceeded to be executed.  For example, in a divorce exequatur, your



permission, leads to the acceptance in the second country of a divorce made in another, being validated, for all
purposes, as if it had been carried out in the second country In Chile the procedure is available throughout the year in
offices of the Corporation of Legal Assistance (CAJ),   office under the Ministry of Justice. 

exesposo
EXESPOSO male or divorced male from a woman or other man

exguerrilleros
FORMER GUERRILLAS Soldiers who have abandoned the use of weapons for military reasons. 

exigidos
REQUIRED plural OF REQUIRED .  See DEMAND

exintendente
EXINTENDENTE (person) who held the position of mayor

exitado
EXITADO ortographic mistake for EXCITADO, past tense of the verb EXCITAR, to produce the initiation or the
intensification of an activity, state or feeling. In spanish TENER ÉXITO means having succes. There is no such a verb
EXITAR for having succes. More to it EXIT in spanish is SALIDA and TO EXIT is SALIR Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions can be excitado, turn on, hot

exitosas
EXITOSOS female plural of EXITOSO, which succeeds

exílica
EXILIC relative to or belonging to THE EXILIO

exjefe
EXJEFE person who was head of another in the past.  2 .  Person who held the position of boss and no longer has it. 

exmandatario
EXMANDATARIO person who has been president or king of a country. 

exmatrimonial
EXMARITAL relative to or pertaining to an old marriage

exo-ciudad
EXO-CITY Model of motorcycle helmet of the brand Scorpion, in English EXO-CITY. 

exoficial
EXOFICIAL of ex, prefix which means that he was, person who has belonged to the armed forces or order with the
degree of officer and has ceased to belong to that body. 



exoftalmo
EXOFTALMOS ( AND NOT EXOFTALMO ) Disease in which the eyes startle .  There is unilateral and bilateral
exophthalm.  The most common cause of bilateral exoftalmus is Graves' disease, on the other hand, the one-sided
indicates a vascular disorder or an infection in the eye.

exotierra
EXOTIERRA exo , analog; planet 2, Twin Earth or Second Earth.  Planet that has conditions similar to that of our planet
and where we could live without variations. 

exófágicos
EXOPHAGIC one of the greatest grammatical aberrations that enter this dictionary: a word with TWO ACCENTS, plural
and distorted because the word is ESOPHAGEAL, relative or belonging to the esophagus, part of the digestive system. 
What a horror!

exóticas
EXOTIC f .  and plural of EXOTIC[ ( E]

expectativo
EXPECTANT error by EXPECTANT, waiting in a state of observation.  In law it is said of a thing, obligation, right or fact:
that it is known to be coming. 

experiencias
EXPERIENCE PLURAL EXPERIENCE learning situations by which you learn.  Experiences.

expertise
EXPERTISE anglilicism by knowledge and experience specialized in a work, scientific, artistic or cultural area

expliquenoslo
EXPLAIN IT Reflexive form , in the imperative way of the verb explain , first plural person , to say " ( We request )
explain it to us" or explain that to us , explain that to us, explain that to us

exploiting
EXPLOITING from English, adj .  operator, operator, exploiting, v.  gerund to explode

explosividad
EXPLOSIVENESS quality of explosive .  Potential to burst .  Literally, a bomb or other device.  Figuratively, suddenly
enraged: bursting with rage

expo
EXPO exhibition apocope, trade fair and sale of products, usually state-of-the-art

expósitos
EXPÓSITOS plural of EXPÓSITO , abandoned at birth in a hospice



expresidente
FORMER PRESIDENT rank of who has ceased to be pre-president

expresiones
EXPRESSION Modism , said , turn .  Popular phrase typical of a specific language.

expresiones como un reguero de polvora
AS A P-LVORA REGUERO Allegory to express that it advances, expands or propagates with great speed.

exseleccionada
EX-SELECTED person who represented (a country, school, region, sport) 

exseminarista
EXSEMINARIST person who was studying to ordain himself as a priest, but who dropped out of the race before finishing
them. 

externalizar
OUTSOURCE Perform some work through the hiring of a third party company or person, external to the company. 

externan
EXTERNAN barbarism derived from the third person plural of the present indicative of the neologism EXTERNALIZE
verbal form of the verb EXTERNALIZE; should, therefore, be conjugated as they outsource

extra brut
EXTRA BRUT champagne or other sparkling liqueur with less than 5 grs.  sugar per liter Brut is less than 15 grs per liter.

extra futbolístico -ca
EXTRAFUTBOLISTIC , A that falls outside the football realm

extracoste
EXTRACOSTE price surcharge, additional value

extractivismo
EXTRACTIVISM economic policy based on the exploitation of natural resources without major concern for sustainability.

extractivista
EXTRACTIVISTA that is related to extractive processes ( miners ) 

extradeportiva
EXTRADEPORTIVO , A that is outside the sports field



extradeportivo
EXTRADEPORTIVO that goes out of the extremely sporty; that's not related to sports. 

extrafalario, ria
EXTRAFALARIO phonetic deformation by ESTRAFALARIO, extravagant

extrafutbolística
EXTRAFUTBOLISTIC , A that is outside the football realm

extrafutbolístico
EXTRAFUTBOLISTIC outside the football field

extrainstitucional
EXTRAINSTITUTIONal that falls outside the scope of the institution (referred to). 

extralarga
EXTRALARA longer than normal.  2 when it comes to costumes refers to very large sizes like XL and XXL (English extra
large , extra extra large ) 

extralargo
EXTRALARGO longer than standard or normal.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be extralarge, xl,
extra lungo

extralimitatarse
EXTRALIMITATARSE typing error for OVERLIMITING , overstepping

extralingüístico
EXTRALINGISTIC THAT exceeds or exceeds the realm of linguistics, which communicates by a different medium to the
spoken or written language.

extramusical
EXTRAMUSICAL out of the musical

extrañitis
EXTRAITIS feeling of NOSTALGIA .  Miss (someone or something) 

extraprogramática
EXTRAPROGRAMATICA (activity) out of program .  Say of an activity that is not mandatory and has been added to
some plan

extrasic
EXTRASIC Statistics Base of Summoners ( League of Legends game players ) 



extratextual
EXTRATEXTUAL as opposed to contextual , within frame of reference, extratextual is what is outside that frame.

extraurbana
EXTRAURBANA outside the urban radius.  Rural. 

extravagancias
EXTRAVAGANCIAS plural of EXTRAVAGANCIA , which goes out of normal, exaggeration in dress, decoration or
acting. 

extravíos
Plural ALIENS of EXTRAVITous action and effect of straying, being distracted, getting lost

extrema izquierda
LEFT EXTREME matches and yes . sponsoring the Communist Party.  Today there are extremist groups that are even
more extremist and are located even more to the left than the PC.  they favor destroying the neoliberal system to its
roots and replacing it with a totalitarian system like Cuba or Venezuela.

extremadamente refinado
EXTREMELY REFINED 1 .  Which is fine to the highest degree.  Said of a person : That he has a degree of education,
urbanity and culture very exacerbated.  2 .  Which is tame.

extremados
EXTREMODOS plural of extreme, extreme

extremidades
EXTREMITIES legs (lower) and arms (upper) 

extremidades superiores
TOP EXTREMITIES, THE BRAZOS

extrínsecas
ExtRINSIC female extrinsics, which is acquired or superimposed on the very nature of something, as opposed to
INTRSECO , which is typical of the nature of something : intrinsic values. 

exvicepresidenta
EXVICEPRESIDENTE, A person who held the position of vice president, second to the president, and left office. 

exvicepresidente
EXVICEPRESIDENT of the EX prefix, which was , and of the VICE prefix, which second; a person: who was the one
who supported a presidency (of an agency, entity, company) 

exzoológico



EXZOOLÓFICO enclosure in which there was a zoo previously

eyaculador
EYACULADOR Said of a person : It ejaculates .  , which exposed explosively the organic liquids, in particular the said
semen of an organ: which expelled with liquid violence outwards.

eyeliner
EYELINER English word derived from eye, eye and liner, eyeliner, aligner .  DELINEATOR , an element used by women
and transvestites to highlight the edges of the eyes.

ezcanio
EZCANIO spelling error by ESCANIO , adaptation of the QWERTY without letter ñ available. 

ezcema
ECCEMA or also ECZEMA (rare) but never [ezcema . Skin condition characterized by old-burners, redness and flaking.
Eczema is, perhaps, the most common and widespread skin condition

ébolas
Ebola plurals

épale!
ÉPALE! and better Épale! Interjection to express a feeling of unpleasant surprise, such as when they push him, step on
him, pass him to take, wet him, drop food on him, overtake him in a queue etc.  It implies a protest.  Some synonyms,
words or similar expressions can be taken care of. hey!

équis o ye persona
EQUIS O YE PERSON (and no equis) any two persons, whose names are unknown.  Academically we talk about
FULANO , ZUTANO and, if necessary a third party, MERENGANO .  There is an unknown room, PERENGANO/E] or
PERENJO .  I prefer to use the one that rhymes, if only to show off, since with three subjects the idea is more than clear.
 Some synonyms, similar words or expressions may be person x or person y , fulano or zutano

f en el chat
F IN CHAT Means : press F to pay respects , i.e. press F to express your respects.  He first appeared in November
2014, in the video game Call of Duty : Advance warfare, at the funeral of Jack Mitchell's best friend, the title's
protagonist. 

faborecer
FABORECER ERROR BY FAVORING

face to face
FACE TO FACE English advervial locution meaning face to face.  As opposed to a virtual activity

facelift
FACELIFT , face lift, facelifting



facelifting
FACELIFTING anglilicism which means raising your face; cosmetic surgery that involves reducing or removing wrinkles
by using a procedure to stretch the skin to the scalp, remove skin and microsurture

facepalm
FACEPALM anglicanism to indicate the gesture of putting your hand on your face, particularly when you are in a state of
suffering, grief, a lot of worry or deep thought.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be there is no
Spanish equivalent for facepalm, or palm on the face

fachero
FACHERO in Chile man who pulls paints, person who strives to show himself elegant

facheza
FACHEZA haz comes from the Latin fascis; and de fascis comes fascio , by choosing Mussolini as his insignia the
Roman "fasces" symbol of authority; and from fascist comes facha; hence, surely, the "facheza" that sings the Spanish
Argentine Celia Gámez y Carrasco.  .  .   facheza sounds like the insolent plainness of the facha that today again loses
its shame. 

facialista
FACIALISTA anglilicism by ESTETICISTA, with additive that are professionals who are only dedicated to preventing the
face from demonstrating the passage of time.  They try to maintain the laziness in a natural way, in addition to lifting the
cheekbones and heating the endorphins. 

facilismo
FACILISMO In Argentina, Uruguay , Colombia , Cuba , Venezuela , Ecuador , Honduras and Peru : Trend or doctrine of
pretending to do or achieve something without further effort.

facility
FACILITY anglilicism by facilities, annex services Elements annexed to the main .  Hotel facilities determine the number
of stars. 

facilona
EASY easy, easy-giving woman

facio
FACIO from latin facio, present active of the present infinitive facere , make , produce , cause , suffer , put .  Connective
tissue sheet covering or uniting body structures such as muscle tissue 2.  Name of an ancient Greek city of Thessaly,
mentioned by Thucydides.  3 .  Fació, with accent, third person of the indefinite past tense of facer, argentinismo of
doing. 

facista
FACISTA Spelling error by FASCISTA, partisan or related to FASCISMO

faconfa
FACONFA is probably fa fa-music, an application that allows you to plot musical notes, proportionally or progressively



increasing their size and thickness, or changing their color, or use them as an html button, or make them rotate.  A user
will be able to create their own set of fa fa symbols.

fact check
FACT CHECK anglicism by fact-checking, a term consisting of the detection of errors and publication of fake news in the
media. 

fact checking
FACT CHECKING fact check.  Verification of the veracity or falsity of the assertions made by a speaker or interviewee to
the press, listeners or the general public.  This type of analysis is common after television forums where presidential
candidates face each other. 

factor incuantificable
UNQUANTIFIABLE FACTOR .  In a given event where various factors of occurrence are involved, the participation of
one of them cannot be sized, that is, the degree of importance of the factor in question cannot be determined precisely.

factor sorpresa
SURPRISE FACTOR In war : element that grants an advantage to the attacker, which is to surprise the enemy,
attacking him so that he is unprepared. 

faenadora
FAENADORA relating to an industrial or similar plant, which works, which processes

fafafa
FAFAFA 1 . In Argentina : Toy dinosaur nicknamed with that name.  2 .  Data rock song (need a shot; I need a shot of
ambition; I need a hit; I need a hit of nutrition ) 3 .  Trademark of Slot Machines 4.  In Argentina Cocaine , word derived
from phallus or parla .

fagades
FAGADES in old sspañol means hagáis in court documents and actual edicts was terminated with ET NON FAGADES
ENDE AL

faier
FAIER Brand of electronic lighter for smoking marijuana, rechargeable .  2 .  Romanian term ( fáier ) meaning
reprimand, monster.

fail
FAIL anglilicism by FALLA, failure

fair play
FAIR PLAY Anglicism by CLEAN GAME .  Fair, right, fair, honest and PLAY play, game.  FIFA has introduced in
professional football rules and prizes for teams that give greater importance to fair and well-intentioned play. 

fairway



FAIRWAY Street Anglilicism .  In the United States, some small highways 2.  In golf : central path where the ball should
go, especially when starting a hole. 

fake
FAKE English word meaning, false.  The expression fake news refers to news that is propagated and intentionally
invented to bring listeners or readers together.

fake asian
FAKE ASIAN English fake, fake, adulterated and asian , Asian : person or thing pretending to be Asian not being.

fake new
FAKE NEW error by FAKE NEWS, Anglicism, literally fake news expression that has become very popular because of
the huge amount of fake news that is published on the networks

falaces
FALAZ plural FALACES, false

falda de tela
TELA FALDA distinction that is made with genders and denim

falemico
FALEMIC spelling and transposition error by FAMÉLICO

falemico
FALEMIC spelling and transposition error by FAMÉLICO

falemico
FALEMIC spelling and transposition error by FAMÉLICO

falemico
FALEMIC spelling and transposition error by FAMÉLICO

falla
FAILURE 1.  failure 2 .  Error 3 .  Geological property that consists of the vertical rupture of the continental or submarine
subsoil due to the collision between two tectonic layers, which, after the accumulation of over the years becomes an
earthquake that releases it.  4 .  Non-attendance : I had 3 failures due to illness

fallón
FAILURE 1 .  In Ecuador: it often ceases to settle with its commitments or obligation.  2 .  frequently failing to work 3. 
Name of various places and people In particular highlights Fallon.  The city in Tolima, Colombia that previously rained
Santa Ana, and which was renamed in honkr to the Colombian poet who was born there and whose surname of English
origin was Fallon, who pronounced himself falon. 



falocéntrica
FALOCENTRIC , A Centered on the penis .  Phallic conversation. 

falocéntrico
PENOCENTRIC centered on the penis

falocéntrico, ca
FALOCENTRIC , CA see FALOCENTRIC

falofilia
FALOFILIA Love for big penises.  The Greeks consider the proportion of the human body more than the size of the
penis.  Instead the Romans were attracted to massive penises.

falsa higuera
FALSE HIGUERA from Latin ficus, fig and also fig that, although it may seem so, is not a fruit but a receptacle of
packaged flowers, an inflorescence.  2 .  Rainy fig simulation plant, artificial and requiring no water or sunlight, for
interior decoration. 

falseada
FALSEED female, adulterated, forged

falso jazmín
FALSE JASMINE Trachelospermum jasminoides, , climbing species belonging to the genus Trachelospermum .  Is it
native to The Countries Of East And Southeast Asia, Japan, Korea, South China And Vietnam?  Planting is done in
spring and multiplication by CUTTINGS in the northern hemisphere is done in August

falsos positivos
FALSE POSITIVES , plural of FALSE POSITIVE .  Statistical and medical term .  When a test is done we can have 4
types of results in each tested sample.  To.  negative B .  Positive C .  False negative, which is when the sample was
positive but the test erroneously gave negative result.  D.  False positive, when the test comes out positive, but the
sample is actually negative to the test that is done.

falta de interés
LACK OF DISganganous INTEREST, boredom, selflessness

faltantes
MISSING plural of MISSING, missing

faltaria menos
I WOULD MISS LESS Another adverbial locution to say NO MISSING BUT, of course, anyway.  Some synonyms, words
or similar expressions may of course be, it would not be missing, anyway, absolutely,

falto de carácter
Blandengue CHARACTER FALTO, which has little personality, to be let go, which does not know how to impose itself



falto de inteligencia y sabiduría
LACKING INTELLIGENCE AND WISDOM Foolish and ignorant, without intelligence or knowledge. 

familia adoptiva
ADOPTIVE FAMILY adoptive father and mother, and eventually, their children.  Family that takes a person up for
adoption

familia hoy se come
FAMILY TODAY IS EATEN and better FAMILY: TODAY IS EATEN expression with who is supplier announces to arrive
with money to the home. 

familiaje
FAMILY genealogical relationship between people

familiarista
FAMILY for the family as a social assistance, protector of the family

family
FAMILY English per family.  It can be co-blood or a group of the same activity.  In biology: taxon: a family groups
together several species. 

family office
FAMILY OFFICE neologism for FAMILY BUSINESS; family business, in which the financial assets belong to the family,
and is also the one that runs the business or holding. 

fanatismo religioso
RELIGIOUS FANATISM ideological extremism in the field of religion, defense of religious beliefs to the outs and outs,
without accepting the possibility of the , true existence of any other. 

fanático religioso
EXTREMIST RELIGIOUS FANATIC who maintains and defends his religious creeds as the only true ones. 

fanforriñas
FANFARRIES (and not FANFORRIES) shower with the lies that a person tells and is ufana of them.  It comes from
FANFARON, a person who flatters and ufana from what he is not. Do not confuse with FANFURRIA which is a slight
and transient anger. 

fanoo
FANOO Character .  nicknamed the inso in the video game War of wordcraft.  2 .  Collection of ramadan streetlight
images at Getty Images 3 .  Sandra Camal Ucan's pinterest board, oriented in catechesis.  4 .  Company page created
on facebook in 2015. 

fanpage
FANPAGE anglicism coming from FAN, adept, fanatic and PAGE, page, virtual site; virtual page where an idol of music



or sport is venerated.  Eventually, from an important politician. 

fantasista
FANTASISTA who makes fantasies

fantasmear
FANTASMEAR bragging, glor than, nudity

fantas¨ªa
FANTASA SPAM

fanzinera
FANZINERA in Colombia: derived from the contraction of fan and magazine.  Relating to zines.  A zine is a publication
made by amateurs: people or collectives who do not participate in the system of large publishers, but who want to share
their interests with others.  The term fanzine was invented by Rus Chauvinet when he launched his magazine Detours in
1940. 

fanzinero
FANZINERO relative to Fanzi Quan, Chinese martial art that emphasizes attack and defense with hands, with fairly
short and very fast routines.   2 .  Follower of Myriam Fanzi posts on Pinterest.  3 .  Buyer of Fanzi ethnic sets sold by
Flipkart, supposedly the best online store of products in India. 

fappers
FAPPERS plural of the English fapper, PAJERO; from the English 'to fap', masturbate, person who masturbates
frequently, at least twice a day. 

fardear
FARDEAR Pack clothes with burlap or muddy canvas in order to protect the goods.  Make bales.

fariana
FARIANO , A In Colombia: concerning the FARC, revolutionary armed forces of Colombia, created in 1964, as the
armed arm of the Communist Party.  No Pharitian was used because of his approach to the word FARSA. 

fariceos
FARICEOS spelling error by FARISEO

fariseo
FARISEO from Latin farisaeus and east from the Greek pharisaios, and this from the Aramaic pharisaya and this from
the Hebrew perusim, separated (from the others) Jewish sect that appeared austerity and rigor, but which eluded the
precepts of the law, in particular, its spirit.  The Pharisees were a political group that gained relevance and power after
the destruction of the second temple in 70 AD. C.  becoming the liturgical basis of rabbinical Judaism.  They are known
for their conflicts with the initiators of Christianity in particular John the Baptist and Jesus of Nazareth.  The new
testament mentions that Paul of Tarsus was a Pharisee before converting. 



farmacobioliogía
PHARMACOBIOLIOGÍA orthographic error by PHARMACOBIOLOGY Science that studies the composition, properties
and therapeutic action of drugs. 

farmacobiología
PHARMACOBIOLOGY PHARMACOLOGY , Science that studies the composition , properties and therapeutic action of
drugs . 

farmacosmética
PHARMACOSOME pharmaceutical industry aimed at the research and development of beauty products

farmacoterapéutico
PHARMACOTHERAPEUTIC relating to a medicinal treatment based on drugs or medicines. 

farmear
FARMEAR anglilicism In Mexico : spanglish of FARM, farm; and the -ear suffix, execute an action; raising animals for
human consumption. 

faroling
FAROLING One of the several thanks that tourists make on the Spanish islands, such as balconiNG and MAMADING
that have very annoyed the residents and hoteliers of these spas.  The balconing consists of hanging face down from a
balcony of a hotel building and the higher, the better.  Breastding involves a crowd making a certain number of blowjobs
or fetishes to men in a bar to earn a free drink and streetlighting involves hanging from street lighting poles face down

farsíes
FARSIES Plural of Farsi , 1 .  Iranian or Persian 2 .  Language spoken in Iran, Afghanistan, Tajikistan and part of
Uzbekistan

fascinaci
FASCINACI Typing error when wanting to accentuate the or fascination , inserting a space instead.

fashion crowdsourcing
FASHION CROWDSOURCING Anglilicism Fashion, Fashion Crowd, Crowd Sourcing, Research.  It means lowering the
barriers of the fashion industry to a new conceptualization, production and sale.  It is that people (crowd) have the right
to voice and vote in design and production, having influence over the trends of present and future fashion. 

fashion film
FASHION FILM anglicism meaning fashion film; they are audiovisual productions, short films of 1 to 15 minutes in
length, at the service of a brand, in which the beauty and aesthetics of the message stands out over the product and the
brand itself. 

fashion show
FASHION SHOW anglicism by fashion show



fashion victim
FASHION VICTIM Anglicism that means victim of fashion, to designate people who maintain a sick attitude by being at
every moment with the last cry.

fashionista
FASHIONISTA neologism, a person who always seeks to walk in fashion.  Term invented by Stephen Fried in 1993. 

fast fashion
FAST FASHION fashion that produces large quantities of products at affordable prices, so it incentivizes the purchase of
new garments frequently

fast track
FAST TRACK 1 .  Fast track, where you can go faster 2 .  Parodying the above meaning uses this concept in American
law when the entire process of enacting a law by a mechanism that abbreviates the times of discussion, voting and
enactment.  3 .  P2P file sharing network ( peer to peer ), most popular in 2003 . 4 . In fast track or FT medicine is a
post-operative protocol to accelerate the recovery of the operation.  5 .  In construction, projects that overlap their design
stage with that of development, reducing the total time of the work are called.

fastfooder
FASTFOODER person addicted to fast food, such as pizzas, burgers, hot dogs, fries and waffles. 

fastidiosas
Female FASTIDIOSAS, plural of annoying FASTIDIOSO, which annoys, wears and tires

fatache
FATTACHE (and not fatache) are appetite-suppressing pills, indicated for weight loss for both men and women. are fat
blockers, high in fibers. 

fatigante
EXHAUSTING, tiring, strenuous

fatigome
FATIGOME spelling error by FATIG-ME , pronominal form of the third singular person of the indefinite preterite verb
FATIGAR , tired , exhaust .

fauto
FAUTO , A .   I would like to clarify that the definition given by DANILO enrique noreña is erroneous and corresponds, in
fact, to the definition of the term FATUO, and not to FAUTO.  FAUTO, in general, is the person who helps another, but
with the badge of being in something illicit or wrong

favipiravir
FAVIPIRAVIR Influenza drug that has been tested in Japan by Fujifilm Toyarna Chemical to assess its potential in
combat against SARS-cov-2, badly and vulgarly called covid-19.  The AVIGAN, trade name in Japan, is an acronym for
FAV Fuji Anti Viral, pyrotic, febrile and vir-virus.



fayuto
FAYUTO 1 .  in Argentina: traitor, disloyal 2.  In Argentina and Uruguay : tool that fails 3 in Chile worker that does not
appear on Mondays or another day and does not warn .  ACHAPLINADO . 

fazi
FAZI 1 .  Journalist who, discriminatoryly and ignorantly, following the elections of the European parliament in June 2014
wrote an article against Europe's concern about the overwhelmingness of its culture and borders by African and Asian
Muslims.  According to him, the continent ran to "the misanthropic, racist and xenophobic anti-European right."  The time
and illegal entry of thousands of migrants proved that Europeans were right.  2 .  Chinese musical band formed in 2010. 
3 .  Filippo M .  Fazi , internationally recognized expert in the field of 3D audio, field sound control and acoustic inversion
problems.  4 .  It could be, in some context about feminism, the contraction of "feminazi" but I have not found any
records of it. 

fazienso
FAZIENSO username of Enso Fazi, twitter and facebook user. 

fábulas
FABLES of F-BULA Literary work of little extent in which, usually with humanized animals, a moral or moral teaching is
given.  . Specially built for children.

fármaco liberador
DRUG RELEASE drug or pharmaceutical product that has the property of being released or detached into the body in a
constant and gradual way over time. 

fdw
FDW Used in Chile acronym for Outside Wueveo.  It means he's being serious.

fe
FAITH religious belief 2 .  confidence , hope

feas
FEAS f .  pl.  of FEO , lacking in beauty

featurette
FEATURETTE anglilicism coming from FEATURE, device (usually technological) or feature.  The -TTE ending is a
diminutive and the term is used in film studios to call a film that does not give for feature film (4 reels), but which is also
not a short film (1 or 2 reels). 

febrilidad
FEBRILITY Quality of febrile : You have a fever or that it is very vehement or ardorous .

feca
FECA Human or animal droppings.  Bosta, poop, shit



fecas
FECAS faeces, intestinal droppings, in particular animals. 

fecha de cobro
COBRO DATE It is actually payment date, the date from when a document, check, voucher view, promissory note,
bonus, pension, insurance or any other debt will be able to claim your payment.

fedora
FEDORA famous hat for men and women used in the 20th century.  Its use by businessmen, detectives and mafia
people, as well as by the actors who played these characters resulted in an exclusively male use.  Borsalino, Italian
company manufactures this elegant model, so it has become synonymous. 

feedlot
FEEDLOT anglicism of FEED, feed and LOT, much in Argentina : contemporary version of the old feeders for the
fattening of livestock. 

feeds
FEEDS in English, third person of the present indicative of the verb to feed, nourish, feed . 

felicidsdes
felicidsdes is incorrectly written, and should be written as congratulations being its meaning:<br>Congratulations joys,
good times, good omens

felicitarlo
verb to congratulate, applaud, commend, extol, welcome

fellow
FELLOW friend, comrade.  In the brother figurative sense, brother

femicida
FEMICIDE Of female woman, cis kill, and gives that, Said of a person : Who kills his wife, wife, ex-wife, lover, ex-lover
polola, ex-partner, girlfriend, ex-girlfriend.  It is a new condition and type of crime stipulated by modern legislation in
order to reduce such crimes within Western societies.  It was so far included in the crime of parricide Ver PARRICIDA
AND MATRICIDA , but this crime could be claimed only by the spouse and not in cases where there was no contracted
link, or this had ceased to exist (legal divorce).  Indicting and formalizing a person for the crime of femicide varies from
country to country as in some cases this cause cannot be invoked.

femininja
FEMININE beautiful woman who fights patriarchy and misogyny with conviction. 

femme fatale
FEMME FATALE Galicism, villain woman, who makes use of her sexuality to conquer men and put them at their feet to
fulfill their desires. 



fenómeno fan
FAN PHENOMENON occurrence of an extraordinary and relevant process with respect to the supporters or fanatics
followers of an idol, such as a singer, artist, footballer, sportsman, or a sports club

feos
FEOS plural of FEO lacking in beauty

feos
FEOS plural of FEO lacking in beauty

feria tecnológica
TECHNOLOGY FAIR exhibition of the latest products and novelties of technology, in particular in the area of
communications, telephony, computing, electronics, development of sw and applications, video games.  Cars and major
equipment are usually shown at other fairs. 

fernandista
FERNANDISTA in favour of some Fernando, especially in the history of Spain : 1 .  Ferdinand of Aragon, Catholic king
of the late fifteenth century 2 Ferdinand VII (early nineteenth century 3 .  In Costa Rica : of the national republican party. 

fesh fesh
FESH FESH term used in Africa for fine powder. 

festejear
FESTEJEAR celebrate, celebrate

fetiche
FETICHE Morbid inclination for some kind of sexual variation.

fetiches
FETICHES plural of Fetish .  See Fetish.

fetichistas
FETICHISTAS plural de FETICHISTA who loves fetishes 2 .  Who likes outlandish things, especially in sexual matters

fetida
FETIDA fem .  spelling error by FETIDO, A, stinking, nauseating

fiabl e
FIABL AND spelling error by RELIABLE, reliable

fianque
FLANQUE (and do not fuanque) neologism by SIDE FLANCO, sides of the ribs



fibroblasto
FIBROBLAST cell found in connective tissue only, since it originates there and does not move.  It is the cell that
synthesizes fibers and that in many animals is the one that maintains the extracellular matrix.  They form a fabric
between them called stroma, which plays a crucial role in wound healing. 

fibroblastos
FIBROBLASTS plural of FIBROBLASTO , connective tissue cell . 

fibrobroncoscopia
FIBROBRONCOSCOPIDE fibro- fiber, bronch, bronchial, and -copy, examination .  Examination of the bronchi by
tucking by means of a duct within which goes an optical fiber of about 600mm that transmits light to the end in the lungs
that visualizes and transmits the images.  Very modern computers that have an external record allow you to create a
video that is then stored externally.

fichú
FICH' French fichu, large, square scarf used as part of women's clothing to fill the neckline under the bodice, similarly,
but more bulging, to how the man wore a handkerchief around his neck instead of a tie. 

fiesta regalada
REGALADA PARTY I celebrate that someone or a group pays a birthday boy

fiestecita
Party Diminutive PARTY FIESTECITA .  Literally a small party, but it is used figuratively, with pike, to indicate a hot
party, with a lot of pleasure, either by women, alcohol or drugs, or combinations of these. 

figura literaria
LITERARY FIGURE any unusual way to use language to embelling speech or text

figura retórica
RHETORICAL FIGURE Literary figure; way to express yourself or write to highlight and make the messagebell to
auditors and readers. 

figurantes
FIGURANTES plural of FIGURATE Persona that is part of the cast of a work or film, in addition to the protagonists.

figuras de acumulación
ACCUMULATION FIGURES subgroup of rhetorical figures that complement a main idea already exposed.  It belongs to
group 3 of THOUGHT FIGURES and are made up of 5 cases: 3. 2 . 1Number 3 . 2 . 2 Distributio 3 . 2 . 3 Epiphrase 3 . 2
. 4 Epithet and 3 . 2 . 5 Tautology

figuras de amplificación
AMPLIFICATION FIGURES Literary figures are classified into 1 .  DICTION FIGURES 2 .  ORDER FIGURES 3 . 
THOUGHT FIGURES 4 .  MEANING FIGURES and 5 PICTURESQUE FIGURES .   Diction figures confirm 4 subgroups
: 1 . 1 AMPLIFICATION FIGURES, which are the ones that enlarge, trim, contract phonemes, words or phrases.  They
are at least 16 figures : 1. 1 . 1 anagram, 1. 1 . 2 apheresis, 1. 1 . 3 syncopation, 1. 1 . 4 apocope, 1. 1 . 5 batlogy, 1. 1 .



6 prosthetics, 1. 1 . 7 epintesis , 1 . 1 . 8 paragoge, 1. 1 . 9 diastole, 1. 1 . 10 follow him, 1. 1 . 11Dialefa , 1 . 1 . 12
syneresis, 1. 1 . 13 synaleph, 1. 1 . 14 ecthlipsis, 1. 1 . 15 metases, 1. 1 . 16 barter1 . 2 .  REPEAT FIGURES 1 . 3 . 
OMISSION FIGURES and 1 . 4 .  POSITION FIGURES

figuras de definición
DEFINITION FIGURES or DESCRIPTION FIGURES Are figures that in the language describe the properties and
characteristics of the reference.  Subgroup 5 of group 4 THINKING FIGURES .  It consists of the following 11 rhetorical
figures: 4 . 5 . 1 .  DEFINITIO , 4 . 5 . 2 .  PROSOPOGRAPHY , 4 . 5 . 3 .  ETOPEYA , 4 . 5 . 4 .  PRAGMATOGRAPHY
, 4 . 5 . 5 .  CRONOGRAPHY , 4 . 5 . 6 .  TOPOGRAPHY , 4 . 5 . 7 .  PORTRAIT , 4 . 5 . 8 .  AUTORETRATO , 4 . 5 . 9 .
EVIDENTIA, 4. 5 . 10 .  DEMONSTRATIO , 4 . 5 . 11 .  BILDUNGSROMAN .

figuras de descripción
DESCRIPTION FIGURES Literary figures are divided into 5 groups 1.  DICTION FIGURES, 2 . ORDER FIGURES, 3 . 
THOUGHT FIGURES, 4 .  SIGNIFICADO FIGURES and 5 .  PICTURESQUE FIGURES OR DESCRIPTION FIGURES .
 This last group is made up of figures that describe what one sees.  Seven figures are distinguished, namely 5. 1
TOPOGRAPHY or LANDSCAPE Description of the characters in the play 5 . 2 .  CRONOGRAPHY description of the
time in which the events, objects, events, customs, 5, elapse. 3 PROSOPOGRAPHY OR EFICTION Description of the
physical or external traits of the characters 5 . 4 ETOPEYA highlighting moral qualities or interior features, 5 . 5
RETRATO mixture of physical and internal features, 5 . 6 .  AUTORETRATO subjective description of a self-made
person, 5 . 7 .  BILDUNGSROMAN global growth of the character through the work, both in its physical development, as
well as intellectual and psychological.  .

figuras de dicción
DICTION FIGURES one of 6 groups of literary figures or rhetorical figures.  It is characterized by playing with the
loudness of words, either by changing the order of words or phrases, either by reiterating sounds or words.  DICTION
figures are classified into 4 groups: TRANSFORMATION or METAPLASMOS figures, REPETICTION figures,
POSITION figures and OMISSION figures.

figuras de omisión
OMISSION FIGURES It is one of four subgroups of LITERARY FIGURES that make up the group of DICTION
FIGURES.  These are cases where some part of normal use is omitted in a sentence.  The figures included in this group
are 7 : ASÍNDETON , BRAQUILOGY , ELIPSIS , PARALIPSIS or PRETERITION , RETICENCE or APOSIOPESIS ,
SILEPSIS .  Zeugma

figuras de orden
ORDER FIGURES One of the 6 Groups of Literary Figures.   This diice relates to altering the order in which words
normally appear.  It consists of 4 figures, namely: BIMEMBRATION , QUIASMO or ANTIME-BOLA , HIPERBATON ,
RETRUCANO or CONMUTATIO ( switching )

figuras de pensamiento
THOUGHT FIGURES One of the 6 groups of literary figures.  It consists of 8 subgroups of figures that have been given
a change to the normal content of the words in order to enhance the discourse.  They are: AMPLIFICATION FIGURES,
ACUMULATION FIGURES, LOGICAL FIGURES, OBLIQUE FIGURES, DEFINITION FIGURES, DIALOGUE FIGURES
OR WPATICAL FIGURES, [DIELECTIC FIGURES OR [ARGUMENTATION FIGURES AND FICTION FIGURES

figuras de pensamiento
THOUGHT FIGURES Third group of literary figures (out of 6) As they relate to thoughts or ideas, these figures have the
characteristic of affecting the entire statement. This group consists of 8 sub-groups, namely: AMPLIFICATION



FIGURES, ACUMULATION FIGURES, LOGICAL FIGURES, OBLIQUE FIGURES, DEFINITION FIGURES, DIALOGUE
FIGURES or PATETIC FIGURES, DIALECTICAL FIGURES OR ARGUMENTATION FIGURES, and FICTION
FIGURES

figuras de posicion
POSITION FIGURES It is one of four groups of literary figures that make up the group of DICTION FIGURES.  Position
figures are those that modify the normal order of words, phrases, or sentences.  The following 5 are figures of this
group: ANSTOLE , HIPERBATON , INVESTMENT OF SUBJECTS , TEMESIS , SYNCHYSIS or MIXTURA
VERBORUM .

figuras de posición
POSITION FIGURES rhetorical or literary figures are classified into 1 .  DICTION FIGURES 2 .  Figures of order 3 . 
Thought Figures 4.  figures of meaning and 5.  quaint figures.  Diction figures are classified into 4 subgroups 1. 1
transformation figures, 1. 1 repeat figures, 1. 3 omission figures, and 1. 4 POSITION FIGURES, which are the ones that
alter the normal order of the parts of the sentence.   It's 4 : 1. 4 . 1 HYPOBATON (Thank God for Thank God) 1 . 4 . 2
ANSTROFE (To God begging, and with the deck giving), 1 . 4 . 3 TEMESIS or LEXICAL ENCABALGING (elegantly
speaking mind), and 1. 4 . 4 SINQUISIS or MIXTURA VERBORUM (de mengua seso is very great to have for the other
great sons-in-laws to have for small their own; very large wangua of this is to have by great other sons-in-man, suyis by
small; Count Lucanor) 

figuras de repeticion
REPEAT FIGURES One of the 4 groups of [DICTION FIGURES characterized by using the resource to repeat sounds,
letters, syllables, words or sentences to beautify the message.   The main literary figures of this group are 21
ANADIPLOSIS , ANAFORA , EPANADIPLOSIS , GRADATION , CLIMAX , POLYSONYTON , ANONIMATIO ,
PARANOMASIA , ETHYOLOGICAL FIGURE , DIA FAMILY or DILOGY , DERIVATIO , POLYCTOTON , TRADUCTIO ,
EQUIVOCO or ANTANACLASIS , PARALELISMO , ISOCOLON , PARISON , CORRELATION , QUIASMO or
ANTIME-OR-MALA, RETRUCANO OR CONMUTATIO ,

figuras de significado
SIGNIFICADO FIGURES It is the fifth group of literary figures characterized by changing the traditional meaning of
words, phrases or sentences.  This category includes the following 20 cases:: ALEGORIA , ANFIBOLOGY , ANTITESIS
OR CONTRAST , ANTONOMASIA , APOSTROFE , CALAMBUR , HIP-AGE or EPITHET TRANSFER, HYPERBOLE ,
METONIMIA , IRONY, SARCASMO , ONOMATOPEYA , PARADOJA ,

figuras de transformación
TRANSFORMATION FIGURES They are one of the four types of literary figurines of the group of DICTION FIGURES
Its main attribute is that they change the shape of the words, the external part, for example, Clube by Club, profe by
teacher, Christmas by nativity, or by lord, Care by face of , etc.  In a cathode environment would not be acceptable. The
following 14 figures belong to this group: AERESIS , SYNCOPATION , APEOP , BATOLOGY , PROSTHESIS ,
EPERESIS , PARAGOGE , DIASTOLE , SYNTOLE , DIALEFA or DIRESIS , SYNERESIS , SINALEPHA ,
E]ECTHLIPSIS AND METESTHESIS

figuras dialecticas
DIALECTICAL FIGURES spelling error by FIGURES, DIALECTICS, LITERARY FIGURES

figuras dialécticas
DIALECTICAL FIGURES OR LITERARY FIGURES ARGUMENTATION FIGURES corresponding to the seventh
subgroup, belonging to group 4 .  THOUGHT FIGURES[ / .E] .  They are used in oratory, in dialectical debates.  It is



constituted by the following figures : 4 . 7 . 1 .  Concessio, 4. 7 . 2 .  Correct, 4 . 7 . 3 .  Dubitation, 4. 7 . 4 . 
Communicatio, 4. 7 . 5 .  Conciliatio, 4. 7 . 6 .  Distinctio or Paradiástole4 . 7 . 7 .  Simile, 4. 7 . 8 .  Argumentum , 4. 7 . 9
.  Judgment , 4 . 7 . 10 Parabola , 4 . 7 . 11 Panegyric .

figuras oblicuas
OBLICUUS FIGURES The third group of LITERARY OR RHETORICAL FIGURES consists of the THOUGHT FIGURES.
 These are : 3 . 1 Amplification figures3 . 2 Accumulation figures3 . 3 Logical figures3 . 4 OBLIQUE FIGURES3 . 4 . 1
Perifrasis or circumlocution or circumlocution3 . 4 . 2 Lithotes or attenuation3 . 4 . 3 Pretermission, Preterition or
Paralipsis3 . 5 Definition figures3 . 6 Dialogue or pathetic figures3 . 7 Dialectical figures ode argumentation 3 . 8
Fictional figuresOblique figures designate a reality in an indirect way, with the intention of beautifying the description

figuras patéticas
PATICAL FIGURES OR DIALOGUE FIGURES .  Category of LITERARY FIGURES of the group of THOUGHT
FIGURES Are figures typical of direct speech and highlight the communicative tone of the discourse.  They are not
pathetic in the usual sense but because they aim to emotionally affect the recipient of the message.  Includes 9 figures :
ASTROFE OR INVOCATION, EXCLAMATION, RERATION, IMPRECATION, EXECRATION[/E, RESTRURICA ,
OPTATION , DEPRECTION AND LICENSE

figuras pintorescas
PICTURESQUE FIGURES is the sixth (and last) group of LITERARY FIGURES or RHETORICAL FIGURES Are figures
that express in words what is displayed or experienced.  It consists of 6 figures : TOPOGRAPHY or LANDSCAPE , ,
CRONOGRAPHY , PROSOPOGRAPHY , ETOPEYA , PORTRAIT and AUTORETRATO .

fijaz
FIJAZZ (and not FIJAZ ) International Jazz Festival, Costa Rica, Alicante, etc.

fijodalga
FIJODALGO female_ , FIDALGO , ( Fixed-son d'algo-of-someone important), son of a hidalgo, person of alcurnia and
abolengo .

filioparental
FILIOPARENTAL of children to their parents. 

filipinas
PHILIPPINES belonging to or relating to Philip II, King of Spain.  2 Asian country in the western Pacific, consisting of
more than seven thousand islands; colony of Spain for more than 300 years and that was sold to the United States for
US$20 million.  An exact number is not mentioned as some appear and disappear according to the tides and natural
accidents. 

filista
FILISTA character from the video game War of Warcraft

filodendro
FILODENDRO a large number of flowering species of the araceas family, used as decorative that in 2015 comprised
489 recognized species.  It is native to Brazil.  Some are very toxic, sometimes for only a period of their existence. 
Typical are those of leaves with pulled out that reach almost to the main nerve



filoetarra
FILOETARRA in Spain : adhered to the doctrine and ideology of Basque separatists and terrorists.  He likes and has
sympathy for the Etharras. 

filogolpista
FILOGOLPISTA of filo- , friend or lover .  Person or movement that seeks to overthrow the government by force. 

filopatría
PHILOPATRY .  Neologism dating from 1951.  The quality of the animals of wanting to stay in the place they were born,
or of returning to it to unsust, nest or give birth. 

filuda
FILUDA spanish word for SHARP. Acute

finados
FINADO plural finado, dead person

final four
FINAL FOUR anglicism by semi-finalists

finanzas
FINANCE money management

finanzas verdes
GREEN FINANCE activities carried out from the financial sector to finance the Green Economy (EV) or Green Growth
(CV). 

fingicidas
fingicidas is incorrectly written, and should be written as a fungicide to be its meaning:<br>fungicide is something that
kills Parasitic fungi that cause diseases and infections.

fingiendo voracidad
PRETENDING VORACIITY Pretending that you are or are very anxious to eat or eat something or someone.

finish
FINISH anglilicism by META

finisher
FINISHER anglilicism by finisher, terminator substance that gives the final touch to a product.  2 .  Person who reaches
the finish line

finos
FINE pl .  by FINO



finquita
FinQUITA diminutive of farm, a small plot

fire flag
FIRE FLAG to glycerism by RAY OF LIGHT, There are in the United States fire FIGHTER FLAGS that are flags
representing the different fire brigades. 

firmable
FIRMABLE that you ( you ) can put the signature

first and foremost
FIRST AND FOREMOST English idiom meaning first , first of all Some synonyms , words or similar expressions can be
first , first of all , first of all

first option
FIRST OPTION Anglicism by FIRST CHOICE

first user
FIRST USER verbatim , first user .  It stands out the first to use facebook, an iphone, a flying car or any other item. 

firulays
FIRULAIS .  In Mexico, stray dog, originated by the name of a poor clown.  In Colombia, old car.  In Chile, someone
ordinary, low-step and rude.  In Ecuador, dog that accompanied in popular protests.

fiscal empalador
PROSECUTOR EMPALADOR lawyer of a prosecutor seeking the maximum punishment for the accused.  Alleging the
death penalty impaling of torture of the condemned person by traversing him with spears, metal bars or other objects. 

fiscalista
FISCALISTA in Mexico: expert in financial and tax law

fish and chips
FISH AND CHIPS anglilicism by FISH WITH FRIES

fisicoculturismo
BODYBUILDING spelling error by FÍSICOCULTURISMO gymnastic discipline that gives preponderance to the external
physical appearance rather than to a concern for the best state of body health. 

fisioculturismo
FISICCULTURISMO Systematic practice of physical, gymnastic and weightlifting exercises to develop physical
perfection. 

fisioculturista



FISIOCULTURISTA PHYSICALCULTURISTA, athlete who exercises himself mainly for aesthetic purposes, rather than
for health reasons. 

fisioligico
PHYSIOLIGICO Does not exist.  The word is PHYSIOLOGICAL View E]PHYSIOLOGICAL

fisionomicos
SPAM PHYSIOGNOMY

fisionómicos
PHYSIOGNOMIC ERROR by FONÓMICOS pl .  of PHYSIOGNOMIC, relative to or belonging to the PHYSIOGNOMY,
aspect of a thing or person

fisting
FISTING anglilicism by punching, inserting the fist, and part of the arm, into the vagina and making it rotate and
penetrate repeatedly until it brings the woman to a very intense climax. 

fitocélula
Phyto-LLULA from the Greek phyto plant, plant.  plant cell.  Do not confuse with FOTOLLULA .

fitoncida
FITONCIDA that is removed by means of plants. allelochemic organic compounds that plants release into the air to
attack microbes, fungi and insects that damage them. 

fitosanidad
PHYTOSANITY of 'phyto', plant, vegetable or growth and health, quality of healthy; it is the branch of agriculture that is
responsible for the maintenance of crops in the healthiest way possible and with the least use of chemicals. 

fixer
FIXER Angliicism by Fixer, English TO FIX, Fix, Rectify, Correct, Assemble.  2 communication producer that facilitates
the realization of reports .  3 .  Hair fixer.  4 .  Celestino , person who contacts couples to find them . 

fixture
FIXTURE English word event program.  Table of future matches. 

físicoculturismo
PHYSICALCULTURISM Systematic practice of physical, gymnastic and weightlifting exercises to develop physical
perfection. 

flagship
FLAGSHIP anglilicism by flagship, the most important vessel in a fleet, where the highest-ranking person travels.  Major
brands have opened FLAGSHIP STORES or flagship stores, which are major stores and stand out for their design and
for offering an exclusive experience to shoppers. 



flaite
FLAITE I just want to add the etymological part, as the term has been well explained.  It is an Anglicism derived from
FLIGTHER, .  Flying, in turn flight, flying, flying, with which it is also called in the United States to those who pass flown. 

flamenco andino
FLAMINGO ANDINO phoenicoparrus andinus, bird of the family of the Phoenicoptera, without subspecies, that nests in
the lakes and lagoons altiplanic salt and alkaline, between the 2300 and 4500 masl.  In armará language it is called
tococo or parihuana.  It is the only flamingo that has yellow legs

flan
FLAN Drug

flancito
FLANCITO Tiny FLAN 1 . Stupid person, who up.  2 .  Drug

flapper
FLAPPER anglilicism for the hippie of the 20's, who wore bob cut style haircut, spherical with bangs, belt on the
forehead with a long pen, long smoking mouthpiece, straight dress up to the top of the knee, did not wear corset and
listen to jazz and dance charleston. 

flare
FLARE anglilicism meaning CALL, REFULGENCE; it can also be used as a verb.  It may refer to something that
expands or inflames, such as light or rage There is a homophonic confusion with FLAIR, noun that refers to natural skill,
inclination, or an attractive or style quality, as we would say in Spanish has an aristocratic air. 

flashforward
FLASHFORWARD anglilicism, FLASH move with great agility; glare, luminous burst and FORWARD, forward; in
literature: it is called the transfer of narrative abruptly to the future in film, literature, comics and television. 

flashmob
FLASHMOB anglilicism meaning MULTITUD RELÁMPAGO; organized action in which a large group of people suddenly
gather in a public place, performs something unusual and then disperses quickly. 

flayer
FLAYER See FLYER where this word is beautifully explained

flâneur flâneuse
FL-NEURO , euse of the French WALKER , CAMINANTE .  It comes, in turn, from the noun FL-NERIE, which means
wandering, walking, walking aimlessly. 

flecha aguijón
AGUIJON ARROW are synonymous and this expression was generated for lack of synonym separation with a comma. 

fleshlight



FLESHLIGHT brand of male masturbators, which simulates a female vagina. 

flex
FLEX slang for bragging, comes from flexing the muscles.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be
presume, be arrogant

flex time
FLEX TIME Anglicism FLEXIBLE TIME, modality of employment contract where the hours of entry and exit can be
agreed and varied according to the , needs, of the company and of the employees. 


